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Topics and aims
Webspace is growing exponentially 
covering all sectors, regions and cultures

“Digital divide” expanded: Growth is heterogeneous 
Language “slices” can be used for sampling social &
cultural  differences in web presence

Search engines are providing tools for automatic 
extraction of language filtered information

Google Pagerank is useful as provides samples with the best 
positioned results
The aim of this contribution is to show the differences in ranking 
performance of sites according to their language and type of 
institution involved



Google ranking
The order in which the results are provided by 
Google depends both on query matching and 
PageRank algorithms

Traditionally Google has the largest database 
and they are providing the details of the results 
in context, not the first sentences in the page

Web positioning strategies based in both adding 
keywords in key tags and attracting valuable 
links are being successful in Google



Google algorithms are 
commercial secrets but a 
similar approach is used in 
“open” Nutch



PageRank
PageRank is a numeric value that represents how 
important a page is on the web

PageRank algorithm is public (Brin & Paige, 1998) and a lot of 
mathematical research has been done based on it

The PR of a webpage is calculated taking into account all 
of its inbound links

PR(A) = (1-d) + d(PR(t1)/C(t1) + ... + PR(tn)/C(tn))
In the equation 't1 - tn' are pages linking to page A, 'C' is the number of outbound 
links that a page has and 'd' is a damping factor, usually set to 0.85

Factors affecting PR includes number of links received, 
the PR of the webpages originating these links and the 
links provided by the page itself



Methodology
In order to extract only PR ranking a “neutral”
search term was used: http
Using Google language tools the first 100 results 
were obtained for the http request in

French
Dutch
Portuguese
Spanish and
Spanish in the USA

Websites were classified according country, 
sector and language/es of the pages





User and page languages

Global Reach (global-reach.biz/globstats) 

Web pages by language
(August 2004)

German; 6,94%

French; 5,14%

Japanese; 4,96%

Spanish; 3,39%

Chinese; 3,21%

Russian ; 2,77%

Italian ; 2,69%

Dutch; 2,16%

Portuguese; 1,98%

Korean; 1,93%

English; 57,95%

Aguillo et al., estimations using Yahoo and Google



Classification
First 100 results classified according to 
type of institution or contents

Private companies or firms COMP
Cultural topics and issues CULT
International groups INT
Newspapers, Radio & TV NEWS
Governmental GOV
NGOs NGO
Portals, directories or super sites PORT
Universities UNIV



Results: Countries
French

France
76%

Canada
16%

Belgium
4%

USA
2%

Switzerland
1%

Luxembourg
1%

Portuguese

Brazil
75%

Portugal
24%

USA
1%

Spanish

Spain
46%

USA
16%Argentina

6%

Chile
4%

Venezuela
4%

Colombia
3%

Mexico
3%

Others
18%

Dutch

Netherlands
63%

Belgium
36%

Others
1%



Results: Languages

Portuguese Spanish
Spanish

(USA)
French Dutch

Main Language 80 70 77 54 35
Main Language+English 9 17 10 23 39
English 1 0 0 2 8
Several languages 10 13 13 21 10



Results: Institutional type
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Conclusions (I)
Google PageRank can be used for
retrieving rankings of websites with high
visibility
Language tools in Google allow the
filtering of results according to this and
other combined criteria
Automatic methods are valid till 1.000 first
results



Conclusions (II)
Languages selected are spoken in several countries

For the best ranked websites usually one country is specially well represented: 
Brazil and France  (3/4 in their respective languages) or Netherlands (2/3)
Spain is leader in Spanish but with important contributions by other countries

Increasing number of websites are multilingual
Portuguese  and Spanish sites use mainly their own language  with no alternative texts in 
other languages
French and Dutch sites are clearly more multilingual with English as standard offer

Contents of the most valued websites are “popular”
News are the key information in all the languages specially if offered by well known 
newspapers radio or TV companies
Main companies are well represented as governmental offices meaning it is important web 
presence for institutional visibility
Brazilian universities can be seen as an important part of the Portuguese core
Super-sites like big portals or directories with mostly local contents appear in the first 
positions in every language  
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